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Beyond the rhetoric--the status of women
By Chris Flowers
SuM Reporter
The women's liberation movement has
raised quite a stir nationally, but just
how do women's rights measure up on
campus''
Beyond the rhetoric are some basic
concepts that are not so easily scoffed at•a proposed amendment to the U.S.
Constitution providing equal rights for
women, and enforcement of fair
employment regulations.
THE STATUS of women in an
academic community is a topic that has
become, and probably will remain, a
controversial one for some time.

Fayetta Paulsen, associate dean of
students, said she believes women
definitely face handicaps on this campus
"All discrimination in dormitory
regulations has been eliminated. Women
no longer have hours and sign-out sheets
are now voluntary." she said.
The doors to women's residence halls
are locked at midnight only as a safety
measure. Dean Paulsen said
"It's just too easy for strangers to
wander through the buildings at night."
she said
"As far as security goes, it might be a
good idea to lock men's dormitories, too.
because chairs, lamps and equipment
continue to disappear." she added

NIGHT CLERKS for all residence
halls have been considered, but Dean
Paulsen said the expense involved would
be too great.
Concerning general campus life, she
said, although ROTC programs are now
open to women, the big attention-getters
like sports and positions of leadership in
organizations such as student
government are not open to women
"Admission standards are definitely
discriminatory." she said. "The
University is attempting to get the best
possible students, and since more women
apply than men. females need higher
grades." she said.
Virginia Platt. professor of history

agreed that admissions policies are
discriminatory
"Admissions for women close before
men's does so the ratio of men to women
in each class will be equal." she said. "I
won't argue with the reasoning, but it
could make a great court case under the
Civil Rights Act "
SHE EXPLAINED that women who
were denied admission could take legal
action if applications from men were
still being considered
Admissions director John Martin said
women's admissions close earlier than
men's because women apply much
sooner than their male counterparts
"Once enough qualified females apply.

admissions are closed." he said. "The
only reason we close admissions for one
sex before the other is to keep the ratio
between male and female students
equal "
Dr. Platt said many other things come
before the principles of equality.
"Girls would never be admitted if they
had the high school averages some of the
athletes here have," she said
UNIVERSITY hiring practices for
men and women are inconsistent. Dr.
Platt said
"There are Iwo or three department
chairmen who have said openly that they
will not hire a woman faculty member on
a permanent basis." she said
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She declined to name the chairmen for
fear of endangering the status of women
already employed In these departments
"Some departments, however, have
made a concerted effort to hire women,
but were unable to find qualified
candidates." she added
A number of universities will not hire
more than one person from any family.
Dr Platt said the University does not
follow this policy. This gives faculty
women an opportunity for employment
in the same city as their husbands, she
said
• to pogo 3
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ROTC court cases
slated for Tuesday
The trials of the 18 people arrested in
connection with the disruption of the
ROTC Review last May 18 will take place
at 3 p.m Tuesday in Bowling Green
Municipal Court, according to Joseph
Vidoli. lawyer for the defendants
The ROTC Review, which took place in
the wake of several yveeKs of protests
against the Indochina War. terminated
abruptly when 500 demonstrators moved
into the roped-off area and milled among
the cadets
A CROWD OF over 1.000 people
watched as the Review was halted by
President Hollis A Moore. Jr and the
cadets marched off the field. More than

a week later, warrants for the arrest of
22 demonstrators were issued
Only 18 cases remain ol the original 21
people arrested for "willfully and
unlawfully disrupting a public
gathering."
James Morrison,
sophomore i A&S). pleaded no contest on
June 1. 1971. and was fined $25 and court
costs
Charges against Patricia C.
Brown, senior (Ed I. were dismissed in
court this summer
Robert Lindsay
entered a plea of guilty on November 23.
1971. and was fined $25 and court costs byJudge Allen I! Bechtel
The remaining 18 people pleaded not
guilty when arraigned on May 28.1971.

AN AFFIDAVIT of prejudice was
filed against Judge H. Richard Dunipace
by Vidoli on behalf of the defendants in
September The defense withdrew the
affidavit on November 22. 1971 before
Common Pleas Judge Floyd A. Coller
made a ruling on it.
Judge Bechtel is scheduled to preside
over the Tuesday court proceedings
the defendants' cases have reportedly
been delayed because of negotiations
between the defense laywers and the
1
University administration. •
Conviction on the charges include a
maximum $50 fine. 10 days in jail or
both.

To resume next week

Kent trials postponed
RAVENNA, Ohio (API - Trials of the
Kent 25 were suspended until ;'ext week
after the third defendant scheduled to be
tried pleaded guilty in Portage County
Common Pleas Court Wednesday to a
charge of first-degree riot.
The plea was entered by Larry Shub.
20. of Cleveland Heights, a student at
Kent State University when disturbances
raked the campus in May. 1970
The state said it would recommend
that Judge Edwin Jones dismiss charges
against Shub of second-degree not and
attempting to burn an equipment shed
near a campus tennis court.
Sentencing of Shub was delayed
pending a probation report and he was
released on $4,000 bond
He faces a
possible l tn-3 years in jail.
HE ENTERED the guilty plea as
preparations were under way to select a
jury for his trial Charges against him
stemmed from the burning of an ROTC
building on the KSU campus May 2, 1970.
The disorders ended two days later
after four students were shot to death
and nine were wounded by Ohio National
Guardsmen in a
confrontation with
antiwar demonstrators.
In another development Wednesday,
attorneys for 10 of the 25 persons indicted
by a special state grand jury that

investigated the disorders filed an
affidavit of prejudice against Judge
Albert Caris.
Similar affidavits were filed by
attorneys David Scribner and Howard
Allison against Judge Jones as the trials
opened Nov. 22
Jones agreed on
Tuesday to turn the 10 cases over to
Caris

Monday.

Richard Felber. 21, of Akron, is
tentatively scheduled to be tried
Monday by Judge Caris on charges ol
first-degree riot, attempting to burn
property, striking a fireman and
interfering with a fireman.
Judge Caris was scheduled to begin the
trial of Douglas Cormack, 20. of
Willoughby. but cannot begin
THE AFFIDAVIT filed Wednesday proceedings in that case until the
alleged that Caris. "is biased and Supreme Court rules on the prejudicial
prejudicial against the defendants and affidavit. Cormack is one of the 10
defendants represented by Scribnor and
is disqualified to sit in such cases."
It also alleged that Caris consulted Allison.
with Jones in issuing "gag orders"
against dissent over the indictments and
is prejudiced because he failed to take
action to expunge the grand jury report,
which a federal judge later ordered
destroyed
Caris, 82, said he would not disqualify
himself
"I don't plan to say I'm biased or
The proposal was deferred until the
prejudiced when I don't feel that I am."
By Ann Hofbaner
Council meets next Wednesday,
he said.
Staff Reporter
according to Art Toalston, student body
The final decision will be up to Chief
Justice C William O'Neill of the Ohio
Academic Council yesterday president.
postponed discussion of a proposal to
Supreme Court
According to the statement, student
change the wording of a statement
The next person of the 25 to go on trial
will be Mary Helen Nicholas. 20. of Kent.
adopted by the Council last January evaluations would be used as
claims
in
concerning professor - course strengthening
Jury selection for her trial on a charge
recommendations for promotions or
evaluations.
of interfering with firemen will start
merit increases.
The statement, adopted January
27,1971, read:

turned down by food committee
The Food Service Evaluation Committee yesterday defeated a proposal
to give 20 per cent of raw food cost profits
for fall quarter back to the University,
and give students with excess coupons a
40 per cent rebate
By a 8-1 vote, the committee rejected
for the second time in 10 days a plan
sponsored by Fred Johnson, sophomore
(A&S). to give money back to students
who have coupons left over at the end of
this quarter.
Johnson had proposed a plan to give
students a 50 per cent refund on excess
coupons last Monday, but it was defeated
by the committee 5-4.
Yesterday, Johnson provided the

view. And for a related story on tho University'* pa»l-in print, so* page 7.

Evaluations decision pending

Forty per cent refund proposal
By Scott Scredoo

For all you nostalgia font, fhit it the way the campus lookod in a 1946 aorial

committee with food operations costs
that he and Ms Bea Van Meter,
committee member, collected earlier
this week.

per cent. $100,000, of the student's money
is contained in this surplus, and that the
rebate would come from this money.
Elton Ringer, associate vice president
of operations, said for the first five
months of this fiscal year (July-Nov.l
food services had a deficit of $11,178.

JOHNSON REPORTED that Food
Services ran a $97,000 deficit in October,
and a $35,000 deficit in November.
Ringer said that A. Inghram Milliron.
But Johnson said a rebate could still be
given to the students because of a cash director of auxiliary services, projected
surplus that accumulated from coupons expenses for December at $97,075.
Income was estimated at only $78,137,
not used by students.
He said at the beginning of the quarter, indicating a projected loss of almost
a student pays $160, but if all this is not $20,000 for December.
used in coupons, it is siphoned off to all
In other action, the committee
the cafeterias at the end of the quarter.
discussed making the food coupons good
However, Johnson said, this money is for use at the Amani Room. The subject
will be discussed again next quarter.
not included in the monthly deficit.
The committee will not meet again
HE ESTIMATED that about nine until next quarter.

"THE POSITIVE evidence of teaching
effectiveness may and will be varied in
nature, but one kind will be student's
assessment of his learning experience in
the course.
"For this reason, student evaluations
will be used as a way of strengthening
claims for recognition under criterion
number two as a part ol the faculty
charter, article 11, section three.
"Recommendations for promotions or
merit increases must be accompanied by
the results of student evaluations over a
period of three consecutive quarters."
The statement was to be fully
implemented for the evaluation that
would take place in the spring of 1971-72
for the academic year 1972-73. Toalston
said.

ISBOl, sent a memo to all members of
the Council saying that they (the
members) are facing a decision that
would remove the bite from the
evaluation
Toalston said he feels the evaluations
are an invaluable aid in determining
which members of the faculty are
"good" teachers.
"Teaching effectiveness as evaluated
by peers may indeed be sound, but at
best it is a formal second-hand
information which could well be
supplemented by direct evidence of
student evaluations for a more complete
and realistic picture," he said.

TOALSTON SAID he plans to propose
establishing either a subcommittee of
Academic Council or a special task force
to consider the topic of evaluations.
He said he will recommend the charge
of the committee to be:
-To consider the degree 10 wnich
effective teaching should be included in
considering promotions of merit
increases, and possible ways by which
teaching effectiveness may be
ascertained.
-To consider whether student
evaluations of instructors must be
included as evidence of effective
THE PROPOSAL before Academic teaching in considering promotions or
Council chafiges the wording "will be increases.
-To consider whether an evaluation
uaed" and "must be used" to "can be
used" and "may be used" making the form should be developed here at
Bowling Green, and, if so. what the
use of the evaluations optional, he said.
Mike Ward, vice president of academic composition of the group assigned to this
affairs in the Student Body Organization task should be.

Toalston said the Illinois Evaluation
Form presently used has presented some
problems in reliability and royalties. He
said he thinks a form constructed here
might answer both these problems.
"Even though teaching has been
improved through research in the
College of Education, I doubt if the
University has really taken a stand as to
what 'good teaching' is for BG," he
added
TOALSTON SAID the SBO is going to
set up its own professor-course
evaluation. The evaluation hopefully
will be used for students to find out about
professors if they can't get the
information elsewhere, he said.
"I know it's been done before, but
we're going to try again." he said.
The form will consist of four questions.
-Please discuss the professor's
lecturing tests, assignments and
attitudes etc.
-Please discuss the course's structure,
texts, and materials.
-Was the course taught as described in
the catalogue? (meet the objectives)
-Was the course worthwhile either for
majors and minors or as an elective?
The completed forms will be kept in an
open file in 405 Student Services Bldg.
and will be available at dormitory front
desks Monday. Toalston said.
He asked that students fill out one
form per course and send them to, or
drop them off in 405. Signing names to
the forms will be optional but Toalston
said it would be helpful for students who
want additional information.
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•uncle benito'

mother is watching

kent ignored
The student body has once again proven that it just doesn't give
a damn.
In May, 1970, four students were killed at Kent State University
by National Guardsmen who opened fire on a group of anti-war
demonstrators.
During the first frantic wave of reaction, students here seemed
to be so concerned they went so far as to actually try to shut down
the University.
Although that wouldn't have done a thing to help students at any
university, one concept did come out of the disorders that could
have been just what this school or any other school needed-a
"new university" to answer the needs of all those who had been
complaining about the "relevancy" of education
But, of course, the New University died within a few months.
However, just this week the student body had the opportunity to
let the government know just where it stood on the Kent issue.
About 23.000 copies of a petition asking President Nixon to
order a federal grand jury investigation of the 1970 disorders
were available on this campus.
And what did the student body do as a whole?
It ignored them.
Although a few students have withstood freezing temperatures
while manning tables outside in an attempt to gain more
signatures from members of the University community, to date
only 282 persons have bothered to sign the petitions.
Just 282 out of a student body of more than 15,000 persons.
Like too man^ other issues, the Kent tragedy is apparently
going to become nothing more than an "unfortunate incident" in
I be minds of students here.
It's too bad students prefer tokeeptheir heads buried in the
sand rather than becoming involved in the issues facing all of us
today.
Because like it or not, we are involved and it's time we did
something about it.

fire station
It is unf . tunale that a crisis has to occur before the channels of
administrative procedures begin to open and take action.
The proposal that was turned down by the Budget Council to
build a new University fire station east of the railroad tracks, is
an example of a needed facility that is tied up because we are
waiting to see if the state of Ohio will provide the money for fire

protection.
If last spring's fire in the Phi Kappa Tau fraternity house did
not frighten administrators into pouring some dollars into a
campus fire station, what will?
Will it take an even larger fire with a few lives needlessly lost
before the Budget Council will drop their wait-and-see attitude?
By the time we receive the money from the state I if we receive
it i and by the time the proposal is rehashed, this entire campus
could be burned down, while a fire truck is waiting for a train to
pass.

By Cindy Seopis
Editorial Editor
Dear Uncle Benito.

There are a few rumors going on
around here concerning the practicality
of the resident advisor's position.
In case you didn't know, the resident
advisor is sort of like a mom away from
home. She is a capable and trained
student who received a three-week crash
course in the maladjustment of
dormitory residents. She is fully
equipped to handle drugs, homosexuality
and pornography on the bathroom walls.
Resident advisors are called RA's by
the dormitory dwellers. They are also
referred to as water-boys, bulletin-board
bombers and guidance counselors.

directress. Whenever I had a question for
the hall directress, I could just trot down
to my RA's room and tell her. She would
in turn tell the boss on floor one. Floor
one boss would tell floor four student
boss the answer and I would receive
administrative truth through the It A
The endless threats of the immortal
pink warning slip in my fresHman year
gave me more first-hand experience with
University law and order. An
explanation on the expected conduct of

male visitors in the room gave me my
first look at social grace. These are just
a few examples. Uncle, of how resident
advisors have helped in my plight for a
decent education.

I don't think I could have ever gotten
along without the help from my various
resident advisors In fact, as I tit in my
off-campus apartment, I long for
attention and help from a spirited
student who is always right down the hall
Despite the controversy over the when I need her.
resident advisor position. I want to stand
Why can't apartment landlords be like
up and be counted as one who benefited RAs?
extremely from my Bee Gee mom and
her protective cover from oppression
Your loving niece
and the horrors of a big college.

There are a lot of people on this
campus. Uncle, who fail to see the value
of RA's in the residence hall system. I
feel these students really want to be
mommied but they just refuse to admit
it. Some of them see no need for resident
advisors.
They are wrong. I've lived in the
dormitory for three years and I don't
know how I would have gotten along
without my student mommies."
When I was a freshman. I didn't get
along with my roommates. I went to talk
to my RA and we both decided I should
endure a while longer and try to get to
know my roomies better. I was fortunate
to have an understanding RA who could
do my thinking for me since I was young
and innocent.
When I was a sophomore, I outgrew
the young and innocent stage and
became totally aware of the world
around me But that does not necessarily
mean I still didn't need the tender loving
care of another sophomore who knew
more than me because she took the
three-week crash course.
I was picked to be "Goodie
Grasshopper", the mystery person on
the floor who puts up birthday and
congratulations signs on residents'

doors.
1 could have never successfully carried
out my duties as "Goodie Grasshopper"
without the help from my RA. She made
sure the hall was clear at 4 a.m. so I
could put the "Congrats on your
recovery from mono" sign on Becky's
door.
In my junior year, my resident advisor
was excellent for acting as a liasinn
between the residents and the hall

"Ammo. More of that good University ammo."
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student body president explains
political functions of sbo
Last spring, our ticket as Student Body
Officers ran to abolish Student Council.
This is still our goal, and we view it as
more creative than destructive
It is creative because we want to
replace the present Student Council with
something far more meaningful.
Ever since its creation in the Dark
Ages. Student Council has never
wholeheartedly moved to serve students.
It has been a debating society which no

one listened to. Only one Student Council
bill among hundreds ever became
"law", and that was one restricting the
use of sound systems on Williams Kail.
Student Council had no realistic or
delegated power. It had no hope of
changing academic or social policies.
Its bills were always one-page
statements of opinion, more often and
easily discarded than read.
rrs OFFICERS took expensive trips to
Atlanta and Washington. And as an
organization it purchased a *60 page in
the yearbook. Its accomplishments were
few. yet its benefits to its members were
many. But rarely did its members
benefit from the satisfaction of having
done something for somebody else.
This year for the Student Body
Organization has been different. There
will be no picture in the yearbook, nor
any questionable trips.

grounded
With a front page picture spread The
BG News implies that the city's
extermination of courthouse pigeons is
"Inhumane."
Why. then, has the paper failed to
condemn that similarly unnatural and
inhumine "custom" of keeping a wild
animal chained to a stake outside
Memorial fftll? A falcon's natural
habitat Is high in the air; at least the i
pigeons have half a chance.

'DID SOMEBODY KNOCK?'

Btpwnell Salomon
English Dept

And there will be only one "law": that
whatever is done benefits students. We
know that we can't do all things for all
people, but we can achieve a far greater
degree of service than has previously
been the case.
Let's be a bit more specific about the
new direction we see for the Student
Body Organization's future.
Essentially. Student Council should be
replaced by a steering committee.
Instead of bing a legislative debating
society like Student Council, the steering
committee would be an organizing body

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment
on any other letter, column or
editorial. We ask, however, that
guest columns not be written in
direct response to any other
published editorial item.
Letters should be a maximum
of 300 words, typewritten. We
ask that columns be no more than
four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right
to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with respect
to the laws of libel and proper
taste.
Letters and columns should
include the author's address and
phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, 10* University Hall.

—

for SBO. each member of which would be
responsible for handling a service
project. Any other student would be
welcome to handle a project also.
SBO-S POLITICAL functions would be
maintained only as they realistically
exist: through student representation or
University committees, however
worthless some of them may be, and
through student research on issues of
concern and proposals to the agencies
which have the power.
Student input on many important
decisions in the University is indeed
lacking. Therefore, as the Student Body
Organization.our effort is to 1) demand
adequate representation. 2) be on the
look out for poor practices and decisions
without student input, and 3) getting our
organization to serve students with long
overdue cultural and problem-solving
program..
ArtToatatoB
Student Body President

so they say
Milton R. Norris a leader of the
Cleveland John Birch Society chapter:
on President Nixon's trip to China:
"We are coevtaced that a vhrit by ear
PresMeat to the mareeroas crimtaels
who coatrol malalaad CMaa woaM be
dlsaitreas for all freeaeai-levlag

TK.»ON.w., F.M«v, D*cwnW<3, 1»71/P«|.3

Explains suggested programs

Moore discusses Brazil visit
Yesterday Dr. KolIU A.
Moore Jr. discussed and gave
a slide presentation of his trip
to Chile and Brazil for an
Anglo and Latin American
geography class taught by Dr.
Alvar Carlson, assistant
professor and Joseph Spinelli.
instructor.
According to Dr. Moore, his
recent trip "was not merely,
to get away from the office."
He said his visit was for
several reasons:
-1. To be in Brazil while the
University"s student teachers
are there
-•2.
To expand the
cooperative student teaching

plan with South American
universities.
••I.
To establish
cooperative programs in
areas other than education.
"We hop that we can
expand ways in which their
university and ours can work
together to aid the
universities, the faculties and
the students," Dr. Moore said.
He listed several steps that
have already been taken and
steps that he would like to see
take place.
Next quarter, several
Brazilian students will be
studying here. Dr. Moore said
living in the dormitories and

studying in a foreign country
will give students the chance
to "participate in another kind
of life, which is a valuable
experience."
By next fall, he would like to
open Portuguese classes to
interested students.
Participants would live in

Brazil and receive 15 hours
credit.

teach there
quarter.

Another
suggested
program was a full-year
program for students
interested in studying and
working in Brazil. This year,
students can only student

One highlight of the trip was
his visit with the Chilean
president, Dr Moore said
They discussed current
affairs, education and
President Allende's goal
during his administration.

Concert
Jazz artist Buzzy
1.inh.ii i will perform in
concert Saturday at 8
p.m. in Memorial Hall.
Tickets are $1 and will
be available at the door
The concert ia
sponsored Cultural
Boost

Equipment
donated
The
University's
department of geology has
received used electronics and
•seismographic
equipment
•worth J5.455 for use in
I geophysics courses and at the
seismographic observatory.
According to Dr. Edmund
F. Pawlowicz. assistant
professor of geology and
director of the observatory,
two Texas companies donated
the equipment which new
would cost about 110.000
Contributors were the
Western
Geophysical
Company in Houston and the
Atlantic Richfield Company
lARCOl in Dallas

Employment practices,
including salary scales and
advancement procedures, are
being studied by the Ad Hoc
Committee on the Status of
Women and the Committee
for Affirmative Action.
Both are expected to release
their reports next quarter
HOW DO female graduates
fare in the competition for
jobs?
Karel King, assistant
director of placement, said
employers have been more
willing to hire women this
year than ever before.
She attributes the new
interest in women to the
proposed equal rights
amendment and possibly a
change in attitude among
businessmen
"The business world is
fairly astute to the times,"
she said. "Women have also
become more aware of what
employers
want
in
prospective employees."
"They've discovered they
have to do more during an
interview than be 'the sweet
little nothing' sitting across
from the interviewer," she
said
THERE ARE still some
problems for women going
into various areas of

TWO MINUTE
WALK
TO AD BLDG.

NEW MODERN FURNISHED

TWENTY BUSINESS LOCATIONS AT YOUR FRONT DOOR
IN NOW OR

FOR WINTER SPRING NEXT

JUST

FAIL

SOUTH OF BURGH CHEF

PHONE
352-7365

352-4045

352-9302

management training, she
said.
"They have to start for less,
work longer and harder than
men do." she said
Ms. King said the College
Placement Council no longer
makes separate reports
according to sex on job
opportunities, so these
statistics are not presently
available.
"I believe there are many
girls on this campus who are
not career-oriented." she
said.
"They have no
conception of what the
working world is all about.''
Ms. King said many women
wait until their senior year to
decide what to with their
major
"That's the same old
syndrome we've had to deal
with since women were
admitted to colleges," she
said.

start at the bottom," she
explained
She said in the past
temporary employment has
been possible for women in
education, but the oversupply
of teachers will change this
One area of employment
traditionally reserved for
women-public education-is
accepting many more male
employees
Ms. King said the reason
there are practically no
women in administrative
posts in public schools is
because women have been
passive in career goals

"MANY OF them want to
work for a couple of years
before they start raising a
family, but they don't want to

SANTIAGO. Chile (AP) Anti-Marxist youths defied a
newly declared state of
emergency yesterday and
poured into Santiago's
downtown streets in a new
outburst against the leftist
government of President
Salvador Allende. Riot police
fought them with tear gas,
water cannon and clubs.
The Marxist leader met
with his National Security
Council after ordering the
state of emergency in
Santiago Province as a
measure to head off disorders
springing from a women's
march Wednesday night to
protest food shortages and the
visit of Fidel Castro.
The Cuban prime minister
has been visiting Chile more
than three weeks.

SANTAS
HEADQUARTERS
HOURS
Nov. 29 - Doc. 4 - 3-4 P.M.
Dec. 6 - D*t. 11 - 3-4 P.M
Dot. 13-D«c. IS-2-4 P.M.
Dec. 20- Dec. 23 - 2-4 P.M.
Dec. 24-1-4 P.M.

PHOTOGRAPHER ON DUTY
AT THE CLAZEL THEATRE

Beechwood Ageing
could be an
"advertising gimmick/'
(For instance,
last year we bought •
almost 2% million
pounds of Beechwood
Strips... enough to
fill 67 freight cars.)

WHEN YOU SAY

Budweiser.
YOUVE SAC IT ALLI

LARGE PARKING LOT

MOVE

Youth riot
in Santiago

^MIOBWQ

Dr. Hollis A. Moore Jr.

But it isn't.

CAMPUS
MANOR
APARTMENTS
LEASE

EvERVR^RHR^ERVV BR^ ^eatw^

Women vs. employers
• from page I

Tflnn6nboUm

^u;P'n*' The Thur»tin Str««t fountains have b—n replaced by
something a little more appropriate for the season.

Class schedules mailed
Undergraduates who have
not yet received a schedule in
the mail have been assigned a
complete schedule, which will
be mailed to them this
weekend
Cary Brewer, assistant to
the registrar, said partial
schedules were mailed earlier
this week inviting the students
to complete them.
Registration for students
with partial schedules will end
today. They can register in the

course survey
to easy. General comments
are also requested
Courses are also on a one to
five scale in the areas of
boring to interesting, hard to
easy and poor to good books.
Comments are asked for
concerning number and length
of papers, number of tests and
type of tests.
Florio says the evaluation
came out of a similar
initiative started by Tom Ash.
a former resident adviser in
Rodgers. last spring quarter.

fall

According to Dr Moore,
that goal is to establish a
Marxist-socialism state that
no one could disrupt. Allende
said revolutionary means will
not be used to attain this goal,
everything will be legal and
constitutional.

Student holds
A sophomore in Rodgers
Quadrangle has been waging a
one-man war this quarter in
the
professor-course
evaluation area
Mike Florio. sophomore
(A&S). has distributed
professor evaluation forms to
all residents of Rodgers and
compiled the returns into a
table of results.
Florio reports that onequarter of the residents
returned the forms.
The evaluation scale rates
professors on a one to five
point system in the areas of
boring to interesting and hard

during

Reading Room. Graduate
Center from 8 am to noon
and 1 to 5 p m
According to Brewer,
approximately 72 per cent of
the student body received
complete schedules These
students either received their
first choices or their specified
alternatives.
He said that only &50-600
students had reported to
partial-schedule registration
so far. The small attendance
seems to display the success
of the new system, as well as
the satisfaction of the
students, he said
However. Brewer said the
new computer system is not
infallible
"The
individual
departments have been
extremely helpful in meeting
students' demands They have
really tried to honor the
students' wishes for more
classes in a shorter period of
time, making the new system
far advanced over the old
one," he said.

"THIS TIME MANY more
students got courses and saw
the departments. The
departments then could see
just what the students wanted
and could act to accommodate
the students more rapidly."
he said.
Brewer said he had
anticipated problems with
free time requests, but
believes that the idea could
have worked better had the
students been less demanding
in their requests
"The section number is the
key to the whole registration
process. The computer is

given only the section
number. Therefore the
student must police and
supervise carefully the
copying of the number from
the newspaper to the
registration form." said
Brewer
"We're trying to do a good
job for the students, as well as
the departments." he said. He
asks the students to put faith
in the system in order to
facilitate the efficiency of
communication between the
students, the departments and
the registration process

JEWISH STUDENTS AND FACULTY!

Come To A Gala Hanukah Party
AT THE HOME OF
PROF. & MRS. DAVID WEINBERG
STADIUM VIEW APTS.
223 HOLLEY DRIVE APT. 221
SUN. DEC. 5
7:30 P.M.
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Aid bill split continues

Mansfield stands firm
WASHINGTON (APISenate Democratic Leader
Mike Mansfield's Insistence
that the foreign aid bill contain his amendment calling
for withdrawal of all U.S.
troops from Indochina in six
months apparently is complicating efforts to resolve
Senate-House differences on
the bill.
A conference committee
was to meet yesterday after
swapping
new proposals
Wednesday that narrowed
many other differences in the
I'misr and Senate versions of
the bill.
Conferees agree the Mansfield amendment and two
others aimed at tightening
control over US. operations in
Southeast Asia, more than
money differences, are blocking an agreement.

REP. THOMAS MORGAN,
(D-Pa.)
chairman of the
House Foreign Affairs
Committee,
responded
to
Mansfield's
intransigence
Wednesday by opposing a suggested compromise providing
for a separate House vote on
the withdrawal amendment if
agreement can be reached on
the rest of the aid bill.
"I won't do that," he told
reporters.
Chairman J W Fulbright
(D-Ark.)
of the Senate
Foreign Helations Committee
and Sen. Stuart Symington
(D-Mo.l emphasized the lack
of agreement, but Sen
Clifford P Case (R-N.J.I
spoke of "a real chance for
progress'' as a result of the
new proposals from the two
sides
On money, the House

CONGRATS TO OUR NEW
ALPHA CHI ACTIVES!
Lucy
Debbie B.
Becky
Mary
Carol F.
Beth
Denise
Sandy

Carol N.
Theresa
Debbie S.

Sue
Marilyn
Nancy
Jane

lowered its $3.4 billion bill to tional Development to spend
just below $3 billion while the money at an annual rate of
Senate conferees went up a bit about $2.6 billion, but official!
said there would be little real
from their $2.6 billion total.
pressure for a new bill until It
Authority runs out Monday gets close to AID's scheduled
for the Agency for Interna- Dec. 21 payday.

Jackson to skip
first primary race
WASHINGTON (AP)-Sen.
Henry M. Jackson
(DWash.) said yesterday he will
skip the nation's first
presidential
preference
primary election in New
Hampshire March 7.
He said that contest is a
sure victory for Sen. Edmund
S Muskie
Jackson, who announced his
candidacy for the Democratic
presidential nomination two
weeks ago, emphasized in a
statement that his early
campaign efforts will be
concentrated in preparing for
the March 14 Florida contest
and the April 4 Wisconsin
primary.

MOST
POLITICAL
OBSERVERS have conceded
a New Hampshire win to
Muskie, who has not yet
formally announced his
candidacy but is considered
certain to do so in the next few
weeks.
Jackson's announcement
will probably leave three
Democrats in the New
Hampshire contest: Muskie.
Mayor Sam Yorty of Los
Angeles and Mayor John V.
Lindsay of New York City.
New Hampshire's primary
is significant because it is the
nation's first statewide test
between
Democratic
contenders.

MAX ORIGINALS

HAND WOVEN NECKTIES
$12.50
11:00-2:00 SAT. DEC. 4

MAX L. LENDERMAN
STADIUM VIEW APT. 108
1704CLOUGHST

!Y0U CAN WIN!
A FREE THOROUGHBRED
RACING BOX TURTLE!
JUST GUESS HOW MANY
LIVE ANIMALS
ARE IN OUR DISPLAY TANK

THE
HUTCH
521 S. PROSPECT
354 9603
5 BIKS SOUTH OF
E. W00STER

You are cordially invited
to experience

....
,■« ■ »
VVhOtOfTllDIU f

"Goinfl OIK*, going twkt..." This calUr asks for bids on a bolt at a public
auction sponsored by tho Student Body Charitios Board in tho Student Services
Forum yesterday.

U.S. retaliation possible
Vietnamese
Friedheim said there have bomb North
been 10 separate instances airfields if American aircraft
over the last two months in were attacked. Friedheim
which MIG 19 and MIG 21 jet replied, "That would be an
fighters flew briefly into Laos, option open to us."
occasionally firing air-to-air
Later. Daniel Z Henkin,
missiles.
No U.S. planes were hit and assistant secretary of defense
there was some doubt as to for public affairs, said Gen
what the North Vietnamese Creighton Abrams. the U.S.
were up to. Friedheim told
newsmen, adding:
"We certainly couldn't be
surprised if they have in mind
here developing a capability
to threaten aircraft'' bombing
and strafing the l.'o Chi Minh
Twenty-two
University
trail.
students are receiving special
Asked if the
would training in teaching mentally
handicapped children under a
-»KH)° -"*> -a^ng**^ * $63,200
grant from the
Office of Education. U.S.
Department of Health. Education and Welfare.
The year-long practicumoriented
training sends
students to work with children
who are mentally retarded or
who have learning or behavior
disorders. Nine graduate and
13 undergraduate students are
currently participating in the
program, combining offcampus
experience with
regular course work.

WASHINGTON
(APIPentagon
officials
say
American war planes may
retaliate
against
North
Vietnamese airbases
if
Communist MIG fighters
attack U.S. planes flying air
strikes over the Ho Chi Minh
trail in Laos.
The hint came Wednesday
from Pentagon spokesman
Jerry W. Friedheim who
reported
the
North
Vietnamese may be preparing
to threaten U.S. B-52 bombers
and other aircraft attacking
the enemy infiltration routes
leading into South Vietnam
from Laos
r

!f'

'%tt»'Mr

commander in Vietnam, "has
the authority to take whatever
action he deems necessary to
protect American men."
U.S. planes have always
enjoyed unchallenged air
superiority over Laos in their
intensive bombing campaign
against the North Vietnamese
supply lines.

HEW grant aids
teaching field work

u

Graduate students, who are
working for their master's
degrees, are provided with
fellowships and will be quali-

fied as supervisors upon completion of the degree program.
They are concerned primarily with children who have
learning and behavior disorders, with their field of
work centered around the
Toledo Medical College, the
Maumee Children's Center
and various public schools.
Undergraduates are serving
traineeships working with the
mentally retarded as well as
other types of handicapped
children. Traineeships for
seniors pay tuition and fees
and an 1800 stipend. Juniors
receive a stipend of $100 per
quarter.
Each graduate fellowship
provides tuition and fees for
its recipient plus a $2,200
stipend and $600 for each
department.

Making Love is Great
Making Her Pregnant isnt.
Face it "Be prepared" isn't just for Boy Scouts. If you reaHy rare
about your life and hers, you'll lake precautions to prevent an
accidental pregnancy. By using a condom. One of todays ntw
condoms
ao highly reliable yet so exquisitely sensitive that you
no longer have to sacrifice pleasure for safety.
So why run the risk of accidental pregnancy? Especially now that
you can get famous-brand condoms privately—by mail—from Population Planning Associates.
Send for our free illuatrated brochure describing the wide selection
of condoms we offer Such as the popular Trojan. The extra-thin
Prime. The pre-shaped Centura. The Koin-Pack, packaged in handy
gold foil "coins " And many more. All electronically tasted to meet
rigorous FDA specifications.

mercer st. at clough

SPECIAL
CHRISTMAS
OFFER!

Model Unit now being shown.

Furnished and Unfurnished
Apartments

r
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Let yourself go - Open Mike
for all talented students the Side Door 8:30-11:30 P.M.

Lease applications now
being accepted.

|pl«o.«pi.-M

i

Your Hosts-

RICHARD S. HEYMAN and Associates

Gentlemen Please sand me
Christmas Gift Samplers at S5
each, plus 50c postage and handling
I enclose
,
to cow cm.
I understand that you Mill refund my
money in full if I am not delighted
D Frtt illustrated brochure only.

Make Christmas merrier this year
, . . with our unique Christmas
sampler containing 13 assorted
condoms in a gold foil bo
trimmed with a bright red and
gold tie. Contains quarter-dozen
packets of the 4 brands mentioned | same
above ■ - - plus one Crest-Skin,
made of super-sensitive animal
■ addrtsi
membrane. For each sampler,
plus our brochure, send just 95 1
plus 50* postage and handling.
All orders filled the same day received and shipped first class
Money back if not delighted!

9 a.m. — 9 p.m. daily
Rental Office on premises,

•seslatios Planning Ausciitai
10S NMin ciismkii
Chapel Hill, NC 27314

Fri. and Sat.
Free and open to the public

stair

s
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•
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U.N. contribution
may be reduced
WASHINGTON (API • The,
Nixon administration said
yesterday it will try to cut
America's United Nations
contribution to 25 per centstressing this is not retaliation
for Nationalist China's
expulsion
"We have had this matter
under study for some time and
our decision to work toward
this goal is a matter of
principle." Asst Secretary of
Stale Samuel DePalma said,
"and not in retaliation for
recent events. "
Secretary of State William
P. Rogers disclosed
Wednesday night the decision
to try to cut the United States'

Benefit
planned
In behalf of the seven
individuals arrested this week
on drug charges, the Crystal
City News is co-sponsoring a
rock and roll benefit with The
Rock Opera auditorium in
Toledo
According to organizers
Calvin Stewart and Terry
Fowler, the benefit will be
held this Saturday from 8 p.m.
to 6 am at the The Rock
Opera. Pythian Castle. 801
Jefferson Ave
"Featured will be Ruby The
Dyke doing some fine boogie.
Twentieth
Century
Fox.. Weal, playing some fine
rock and roll as well at Mass.
Midnight Apothocary. Don
Glenn and many more."
Fowler said.
The organizers claim the
benefit will be a "real stomp
down time", and added that
admission is whatever can be
afforded
They also praised the
Bowling Green community for
its quick work in raising $4,000
for bond in one day and the
efforts of Joseph G M. Vidoli.
attorney for the seven, in
helping lower the original
bond for the arrested persons

TASS agent speaks

WBGU phones Moscow

present SI.5 per cent
contribution and DePalma
presented details to a House
Foreign
Affairs
subcommittee.
"We believe that a
reduction of our assessment to
25 per cent would be beneficial
to the U.N." DePalma said,
"because the organization
ought not to be overly
dependent on the contribution
of a single member."
THE DECISION drew
support of U.N. backers in
Congress,
including
subcommittee chairman
Donald M. Fraser (D-Minn.l
but U.N. opponents said
Congress should cut the
contribution deeper than 25
percent.
"That's 75 per cent in the
right direction," said Rep.
John G Schmitz. (R-Calif )
"but I think we should cut it
all and then pull out and kick
them out "
A Senate policy statement
.calling for reduction of the
U.S. contribution to 25 per
cent appeared likely to be kept
in a compromise foreign aid
bill being worked out by
House-Senate conferees.
"This is not a formula for
reducing
the
U.S.
contribution," DePalma said.
"It is a formula for
abandoning the United
Nations."

Services set
for Sunday
The Student Worship
Service will hold services on
Sunday, Dec 5, at 11:30 a.m.
in Prout Chapel
The services will be
presented so that all students
can relate to God and to each
other
Elder H. Perry, a minister
and dean of Aenon Bible
College, Columbus, will be
guest speaker, and the
Bowling Green Gospel Choir
will sing.

hru*
Rode it till it died, he did.

Gandhi orders attack
By The Associated Press
Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi ordered Indian troops
yesterday to make a new
attack into East Pakislan-by
Indian account the fourth in 12
days At the same time, she
accused the west of failing to
take steps to halt civil strife in
the Pakistani province.
Ms Gandhi's order for the
new assault followed a report
of a strafing attack by
Pakistani F86 Sabre jets on
the airport of the Indian
border city of Agartala The
new Indian operation would be
launched from that city,
which is about 60 miles due
east of Dacca. East
Pakistan's capital, the New
Delhi announcement said.
According to an Indian
spokesman, the Pakistani air
attack killed "a yet
undetermined
number of
civilians" but the airport was
not damaged.
He said Indian aircraft fire
hit one of the Sabre jets and it
was seen losing altitude as it
headed back into East
Pakistan
Radio Pakistan
said Indian troops had

The Russians came to
Bowling Green very' early
yesterday morning
WBGU-FM. 88.1. made a
call to Moscow on the air and
talked to a reporter from
TASS. the Soviet news agency,
according to Mel Martin,
news and public affairs
director of the station
He and Bill Neiderman.
announcer, are hosts of a
midnight to 3 am
"unstructured talk show "
As part of their program,
they occasionally place phone
calls to "interesting" people
In a past program they called
Moe Howard, one of the Three
Stooges, and they are
tentatively planning to place a
call to a special effects man
for Paramount pictures.

DURING YESTERDAY'S
show they were reading a
launched seven "massive designed to insure the security news article about the Mars
attacks" on East Pakistan of Agartala. a city of 60.000 project. Martin said, and
during the day. from the population, 200 miles north- decided to try to call Moscow
"Really, what we wanted to
northern, eastern and western east of Calcutta.
do was just see if we could call
borders.
THE INDIAN government Russia." Martin explained
announced earlier that its
Black Consumer Research
THE BROADCAST said troops crossed twice last week "We were surprised that we
1BCR1. a Ralph Nader-type
invading forces had made into East Pakistan from the got through."
program concerned primarily
some dents in Pakistani Balurghat-Hilli region, where
with the black community,
defensive positions but were they still remain, and in the
has recently been organized
repulsed in other areas with Boyra area, where they are
by N. H. Jackson, president of
heavy casualties
said to have withdrawn
the N H. Jackson Assn of
Indian government sources
Under guidelines stated by
Freport, New York.
said Ms Gandhi made her Defense Minister Ram. Indian
According to Jackson, the
decision to permit another troops can move into East
organization will devote
Indian task force to move into Pakistan as deep as the range
A tradition at the
much of his attention to
East Pakistan after hearing a of Pakistani guns.
University, the annual
advocating
accountability
report from Defense Minister
Ms Gandhi's remarks about Christmas concert presented
from such "untouchables" as
Jagjivan Ram. He said three the West failing to halt civil by the Collegiate Chorale, will
major black leaders and their
Pakistani F86 Sabre jets strife in East Pakistan be held this Sunday at 4 p.m
organizations, as well as the
strafed Agartala airport and appeared directly aimed at in the Main Auditorium of
black press and its role in the
some civilian areas following the United States She has University Hall.
black community
more than 12 hours of repeatedly appealed for bigIvan Trusler, professor ol
"We shall take an in-depth
continuous Pakistani shelling power help in stemming the music, will direct the concert
look at the power elite in the
from across the border.
flow of millions of Bengali with Maureen Wallis. junior
black community in areas
The Indians claimed that refugees into India since the IA4S). accompanying on the isuch as business, government
five persons were killed and Pakistani army began a piano.
services, health care and
more than 40 wounded in the crackdown of "secessionists"
education.
We are
shelling.
in East Pakistan last March.
Tickets for the concert, $2
particularly concerned with
The Indian Defense
Speaking to a meeting of her for adults and $1 for students,
the
problem
of
Ministry reported on three congress party in New Dehli, will be available at the door
communication between the
boarder crossings by Indian Ms Gandhi said India would Proceeds will be used to help
white decision maker and the
troops last week and it said not bow to any international pay for the Chorale's winter
grassroot black poor," he
the latest Indian operation pressure in the confrontation concert tour throughout Ohio
said
was a "defensive action" with Pakistan.
and southern
Michigan.
__

passed their questions on to
the Russian
The phone connection was
very good, according to
Martin
"We had a better connection
than most local calls," he
said
"THE PHONE IS such a
powerful instrument, you can
reach so many interesting
people with it." Martin said
"But most radio stations don't
do that."
"Television and radio Is
usually
a
oneway
communication." Martin
commented "We were able to
make people part of the
communication "

Consumer research
focuses on blacks

Christmas
concert set

BG's First!

SEE THEM NOW!
This club exclusively for residents of

This club exclusively
for residents
of —

• Fallon Apts. - 810 Fifth St.

• Valentine Apts. - 650 Sixth St.
• Valentine Apts. - 649 Sixth St.
• V-K Apts. • 707 Sixth St.
• Wayne Apts. - 724 Sixth St.
• Neufeld Apts. - 802 Sixth St.
• Schneider Apts. - 705 Seventh St.
• Sou le Apts. - 710 Seventh St.
• V-K Apts. -818 Seventh St.
• Wayne Apts. 831 Seventh St.

CHERRY
HILL
VILLAGE

| Four D's Club - Seventh & High StreetT

Cherrywood Club S College & Napoleon

Recreation Area
•Pool Tables • Pin Ball Machines
• Cigarette & Pop Vending Machines
•Turntable to play your records
Piped-in stereo music
•Juke Box

HEATED
INDOOR
SWIMMING
POOL

Martin said they expected a
lot of red tape, but placing the
call was comparatively easy.
They dialed an overseas
operator and requested the
news agency, adding that they
wanted someone who could
speak English
"We got a guy who didn't
really know what was going
on. but at least he spoke
English." Martin said
Neiderman explained that
the reporter "hedged a lot,"
especially on the poUUcaU]
oriented questions
"I really thought they would
be more free than that." he
said
The station took calls from
listeners and the announcers

IF YOU CAN'T
BELIEVE THESE
FEATURES, STOP
AND SEE THEM

• 2 bedrooms
• Central air (GAS)
• All furniture included
• Bath and a half
• Cable TV
• Utilities paid except elec,
averaging $6 mo.
• Extra large closets
• Laudry area available
• Gas lite front entrance
THE
• Underground utilities
COURTYARD • Patios with gas grills
•Village-wide security systern for undisturbed privacy
•Plenty of free, lighted
parking areas
•Carpeted halls and indoor
entrances

LOUNGE
AREA

No Rubbish Removal
Charge
Yard Maintenance At
No Extra Cost
Gas Heat Gas Range,
Gas Fired Domestic Hot
Water Furnished

AllFor Only
$65/mo. per person
mttmfm
$195/mo
imaiihid couples)

SEE MODEL APT. AT
853 Napoleon Rd., Apt. 6
— iHmibf —

Preferred Properties Co.
Ph. 352-9378 or 352-7324

KITCHEN
AND
BAR

JACKSON SAID THAT the
major white decision makers
Save often relied too heavily
on pseudo-white activists,
•elf appointed black civil
rights leaders and white
appointed black spokesmen
for informational input
regarding the modes and
moods of the black
community.
Jackson believes that many
white decision makers in
government, business and
•duration have instituted a
practice of hand-picking and
appointing a key black person
I* the position of in house
authority on the problems of
rendering services to the
black community.
He said that he would like to
make public the fact that
these black appointees display
fidelity to the white decision
maker in fear of losing their
positions
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Work begins on fourth plan

Ohio budget still unresolved
COLUMBUS
(APIMembers of the fourth HouseSenate
Conference
Committee, hoping to break
(be deadlock over budget and
taxes, dug into its work
yesterday,
pledging
cooperation and quick action.
"This is the fourth time
around for me." said Minority
Leader Anthony 0. Calabrese.
lD-22 Cleveland! IV served
on the three previous
committees.
"I hope it is the last." he
added
The chairman of the sixmember committee.
Sen
Howard Cook |R-1 Toledo I
said the new bill may be a

compromise of the last two
income tax bills that met
defeat on the Senate floor.

Robert Tenenbaum, said absent when the first vote
Gilligan "has no desire to let came on the interim budget. It
state employees starve."
failed 47-34 with one DemoState payroll checks are due crat voting for it and two
Dec. 10. The only other finan- Republicans voting against.
cial obligation was the
salaries of the legislators
A HURRY-UP call to absent
legislators by House Speaker
themselves and their staffs.
(R-4
They were due at the same Charles Kurfess
Perrysburg) brought three
time the vote came
Seventeen legislators were absentees back into town

COOK'S committee was to
meet yesterday and this morning. A bill is expected to be
ready for the legislative floor
action early next week.
Its formation came after a
hectic legislative day that saw
the House reject and three
hours later reconsider and
pass a (207 million interim
budget for December.
The interim budget, the
eighth in a row. was expected
COLUMBUS l APl-The Ohio
to get a reluctant signature by
Patrol
is
Gov. John Gilligan yesterday 1! ighway
assassination
Gilligan's press secretary, investigating
threats against two more
state legislators.
Letters identical to ones
that went earlier to three
other
law-makers were
received Wednesday by House
Speaker Charles Kurless I R-4
Perrysburg l
and Senate

Patrol to study threats
against Kurfess, others

Why not do
Something
Different
this Weekend?

Minority Leader
Anthony
Calabrese lD-22 Cleveland!
The letters are hand-printed
complaints about taxes. All
bore a Cleveland postmark.
Receiving letters previously
were Sens. Clara Weisenborn
(R-5 Dayton l. Paul Matia
iR-25 I.akewood I
and
William Taft
(R-26
Cleveland i.

Rep. John Bechtold (R-67
Cincinnati) who voted against
the bill the first time around,
moved that it be brought up
again. He then voted for it.
It passed 51-33.
The bill, unlike earlier temporary budgets, had two items
not related to state expenditures. One of them Democrats
liked. The other they didn't.
ONE OF the provisions
would make legal the three
per cent austerity cuts
imposed by Gilligan.
The courts have ruled they
violate law. specifically noting
that appropriations bills are
law upon the governor's signature.
The other provision, the one
that stirred most of the Democratic animosity, permits
Secretary of State Ted Brown
to hire outside legal counsel in
lawsuits concerning reapportionment. The fee would be
borne by the state.

Well
water

In lha old days, a few hwolthy tugs en the handle of thb pump
brought clear cold water into waiting containers, or onto
sleepy facet.

Cleveland attorney to seek
American party nomination
WASHINGTON
lAPl- "The American Party as a
Richard B. Kay. one of the third force in this country
defense attorneys for Lt. would be dead."
William L Calley Jr. said
"THERE ARE a number of
yesterday he is seeking the
presidential nomination of people in the American party
Gov. George Wallace's who want us to be a viable
political party, and not the
American party.
Kay. a Cleveland lawyer, instrument of any one person
said he was entering the race or group." Kay said
He said he was operating a
in hopes of making the American party a viable national shoestring campaign. Asked
third party not dependent what he would do if Wallace
solely on Wallace, the does announce, he replied.
"I'll cross that bridge when I
governor of Alabama
"What if Wallace doesn't come to it."
"The two-party system has
announce,''" Kay was asked 1

worked for many years, but
today in order for America to
survive as a nation it must
develop one or maybe more
political parties that will
stand for something rather
than the present two parties
that stand for nothing and yet
stand for everything." Kay
said in his formal announcement.
Kay. who had been mentioned as a possible 1972 running mate for Wallace, said at
a news conference he had notified Wallace of his decision to
seek the top spot on the ticket.

SENIORS
If you call today,
There still is a
chance you can have
your portrait taken.
(If enough seniors call,
will stay next week.)

the photographer

Call 372-2656
or stop into 310 S.S.

By the time Ptiil gets through paying
for tuition, books and an outrageous
rent, he doesn't hive a "hole loi left
tor a stereo
BSD McDonald makes the RTS-40A
lor people like Phil. It's a complete
AM FM MPX Phono component steieo
system The receiver delivers an
honest SO watts and boasts excellent

u.r-, win HM • w wan mtai nu M •MMXI «•>*«•» sum wi
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SATURDAY

If you think it sounds good on paper,
wail II you hear It.
In our unashamed attempt to get
you to think kindly ol us, we otter
a lull color 22"x 29" poster ol this
boy-girl photograph with the
quote from Shakespeare about
BSR McDonald-lor only 11.00
postpaid. It makes a lovely gift.

COLOR IN THIS "MINI-

PRESIDENTIAL
6NLY1

YOUNG. WILLING, AND EAGER
|X|

sensitivity and separation specs. The
turntable is cur bestseller, and
comes complete with a matched base,
tinted dust cover, and Shure magnetic
cartridge. Ike speakers are true
two-way sealed acoustic suspension,
with amaiing bass response.
We invite you to see the RTS-40*. at
your nearest BSR McDonald dealer

Klo one under 17 admitteul

1. Buy o whole bunch of Flair pens. You
need black, red, blue, green, brown,
orange, yellow, pink, purple, grey, aqua i
olive. (You need them anyway for school.)
2. Now—color in the picture according to
these color guide numbers. Black (1). Red
(2). Blue (3). Green (4). Brown (5). Orange
(6). Yellow (7). Pink (8). Purple (9). Grey (10)

POSTER" OF ONE OF THE

CANDIDATES!
Aqua (11). Olive (12). Please do not color
unnumbered areas.
3. Congratulations! You have created a
genuine full color portrait of someone you
know and love. Maybe. If he is not your
favorite presidential candidate, have patience. You'll see your man soon in the
Flair Election Collection!

I

Thai tO NMM, Wdoy,

DKMW 3,1971
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'Historian' saves 3 decades of News
By Diaif DeMarU
BarbBracker
Lots of people collect
things,
and
Don
A.
Cummingham.
assistant
athletic director, is no,
exception. But he does he
collect coins, stamps, rocks?
No,
Don Cummingham
collects The BG News
His collection includes
copies of The News covering
the past J2 years, except for
four years' issues which were
accidentally discarded by a
janitor.
All the bound volumes are
housed in a storage room
across from Cunningham's
stadium office.
1 '<• said his collection began
in 1939. when he was a
freshman
writing
sports
stories for the paper.
"At first, I just kept them
because they had my articles
in them." he said But he said,
since the papers served as a
valuable
reference, he
continued saving them
LATER, as sports editor of
The News. Cunningham
realized some value in his
collection. He said he got a lot
of useful background
information from the old
copies of the paper
After graduating
from
BGSU in 1943. Cunningham
entered the service, and
continued to subscribe to The
News. The paper reached him
in North Africa. Italy and
Bulgaria
"I'd read them and send
them back to my wife." he
said Ms Cunningham saved
the papers for him in his
absence
Following his service duty,
Cunningham worked for a
while in Toledo before coming
back to BGSU in 1946 as the
University's
first
sports
information director.
He said little sports
information
had
been
collected before he assumed
the pott.
According to Cunningham,
the back copies of The News
were "most valuable" then.
I saved myself a lot of trips
back and forth
It was
through The News that I got a
lot of data for our football,
basketball and track records

"It was a real resource for'
"Feathers From The
me." he said.
Falcon Nest." written by
Dunny, was a column that
CUNNINGHAM, who appeared about this time too.
became assistant athletic "Dunny" is now known as
director in 1967. said the old Judge H. Richard Dunipace.
papers are especially popular
In 1939 Howard Shine, now
at team reunions
of the speech department, was
According to Cunningham, also in the news with the
when he retires, there is a starring role in "Our Town."
possibility he may write a According to the stage
history of athletics at Bowling manager, "he gave a powerful
Green Cunningham presently performance "
heads the University's Hall of
In 1940. a letter to the editor
Fame selection committee
protested a bill providing for
Cunningham said collecting
"universal
involuntary
The News has been "really servitude in the guise of
intriguing There are still the saving democracy through a
same controversies on draft " And the American
campus today, that were on Students Union and other
campus years ago." he said
groups were sponsoring peace
"Around here, they refer to demonstrations on campuses
me as the historian." he said
all over the United States
Samples of the 32-year
Social activities occupied
history recorded in The News much of the paper's layout in
include:
the 40s The May Dance, the
Sadie Hawkins' Day Dance,
IN NOVEMBER of 1939 the the prom and countless other
Bee Gee News became, for a functions were front page
month. The Falconian by a news.
vote of the student body. In
December, students voted to
THE SICK list from the
go back to the original name
infirmary was given space
Also, in 1939. the natatorium too. The list gave the nature
featured nude free swim of the illness that brought
periods ifor men only) on each student to the infirmary
Monday. Thursday and On a typical day "one female
student reported for first-aid
Saturday

treatment, and two male
students were confined with
bad colds."
Meanwhile, Tyrone Power
in "The Mark of Zorro." Roy
Rogers in "Arkansas Judge."
Hopalong Cassidy in "Pirates
on Horseback." and Judy
Garland and Mickey Rooney
in "Babes In Arms." were
featured at the local theater.
Glenn Miller, Toromy and
Jimmy Dorsey were the big
names in music.
The January 15,1941 issue of
The Bee Gee News carried
this article:
"With countries in Europe
following their flags into a
deadly war. and a lot of flag
waving going on in this
country. Bowling Green State
University chooses to use 'Old
Glory' to let students know if
the ice is safe.
"The Athletic department
has
made
these
arrangements: if the flag is
flying at the east end of the
football field-the ice is safe; if
the flag does not appear-stay
off ."
IN MARCH of 1941 work
began on the University
Union It was a one-story log
cabin building 47 feet by 70
feet. About 1.641 students

Q&m
eyyiWMiai
Collector

Don

Cunningham,

assistant

athletic

director,

has

been

collecting The BG Newt for 32 years.

POW mail flow criticized
I PARIS (API - The United
States demanded yesterday
that American prisoners held
in North Vietnam be
permitted to send a normal
flow of mail to their families
and claimed that letters from
only SO of the acknowledged
339 prisoners have been
received in the past year.
North Vietnam responded
by saying that all the
prisoners are authorized to
write home once a month.

There was no explanation
for the discrepancy in the
prisoner mail issue, which
was the principal clash point
at the 137th session of the
stalled Vietnam peace talks.
U.S. Ambassador William J.
Porter recalled his complaint
about prisoner mail made
nearly a month ago and asked
the Communist delegates to
reply as to whether more mail
would be forthcoming "in
time for the families of

on package weighting three
kilograms IU pounds-every
two months."
For Christmas, he added, an
PORTER'S SPOKESMAN
package
is
said not a single letter has 11-pound
been received from an authorized.
Spokesman Nguyen Thanh
American prisoner during the
Le was asked how the mail
past month.
North Vietnamese Minister was sent to the United Stales.
"Through the
of State Xuan Thuy replied, He replied:
his spokesman said, that the North Vietnamese postal
prisoners "are authorized to system."
send one letter a month to
their families and to receive
Porter also asked the
prisoners to have their news
during the Christmas season."

Communist delegates
whether, beyond the mail
issue, the North Vietnamese
"intended to carry out
*provisions of the 1949 Geneva
Conference on Prisoners of
War which you signed and by
"The magazine will die which you are bound?''
unless we get funds from the
To these and other similar
University." said Polly Cook, questions, the Communists
editor of Inkstone.
respondec by saying that
Porter was "bringing up old
"Inkstone is a tradition at
maneuvers to mask U.S.
Bowling Green, and it would
aggression and prolong the
be a shame for it to fold for
war."
lack of funds," Ms Kersey

Advisor claims magazine

'in desperate need of funds'
Inkstone. the University's
undergraduate
literary
magazine, is in desperate
need of funds, according to
Carol Kersey, graduate
advisor.
Last summer, the Inkstone
office in University Hall was
broken into and a cash box
containing $60 was stolen.
The theft, along with the
fact that much of the Inkstone
♦'. funds for this year were used
»>to pay the Black Swamp
Review's printing bill for last

year, might cause Inkstone to
fold, she said.

According to Ms. Kersey,
the University donates a
certain amount to money to a
general fund covering all
literary magazines, including
Inkstone. the Black Swamp
Review and Doones.

GOOD LUCK TO OUR NEWLY ELECTED:

DUKE ELLINGTON and
his orchestra got front page
coverage when they played at
the University for the 1954
prom.
A 19bH fire in the building
that is now the Union caused
an estimated 1100.000 damage
and delayed the Union's
opening until April, 1958
This information is only a
sampling of the tremendous
amount of news contained in
Cunningham's collection But
these are some of the
highlights of times that might
have been lost unless there
was someone around to
preserve them.
Don
Cunningham,
the
historian, plans to keep at it.

I hetl

Would you believe there was once a street running through
,

inner campus? This view of the Gradual* Center, then the

Ogam

library, was taken around 1943.

Europeans sell dollars;
anticipate devaluation
LONDON (API - A rush to
sell dollars swept Europe
yesterday following reports of
an
impending dollar
devaluation.
The dollar slumped sharply
at the opening of exchange
markets
but
then
governments banks stepped in
to buy large amounts to head
off a drastic plunge.
The dollar closed above the
day's low point in London.
Paris and Zurich but at a
record low in Frankfurt,
despite support buying by the
West German Bundesbank.
The decline had been
triggered by reports from a

WASHINGTON (API - The
Senate confirmed Earl L.
Butz yesterday
to be
secretary of Agriculture in a
51-44 vote seen by both parties
as the opening shot in next
year's Farm Belt political
campaigns.
Republicans viewed their
success in the bitterly
contested battle to confirm
the 62-year-old Purdue
University dean as a victory
for President Nixon.
Butz. who replaces Clifford
Hardin, had been criticized
for his statements advocating
corporate farming and
opposing
food
stamp

Rome monetary meeting of
finance
ministers
that
Treasury Secretary John B.
Connally is ready to negotiate
a dollar devaluation in
relation to gold as part of a
general realignment of world
money values.
A BOOM WAS set off in
European stock markets by
the prospect of an early end of
the crisis in international
trading since President Nixon
set up import restrictions and
cut the dollar's ties with gold
on Aug. 15.
Prices were higher in all
major exchanges and in

Program needs women
The Cluster College now has
openings for five or six
women.
The program, which will be
composed
100
0f'
undergraduates in equal ratio
of men to women, plans to
fuse the humanities in livingstudy atmosphere.
Members of the college will

Senate confirms Butz

Pres - Carol Hall

Corr. Sec. - Mary Jo Klauting

Istvp- Kathy Rhoades

Rec. Sec. - Fian Huffman

Vi PRICE COLOR PRINTS?
SAVE ON SLIDES-MOVIES-B&W PRINTS, TOO
This low price saves you up to 50% over usual "drug store" prices,
rushes high Quality color prr'i bach to your door in just a lew days. Try
the dim service used on many mid-west and southern campuses
SO EASY, SO CONVENIENT
just use your own envelop* and the coupon
below Fill in name and address, wnte name on roll or cartridge, enclose
coupon and remittance. Or, use the coupon to get Mm mailers and discount coupons; order Mm and flashes at low prices
a better deal than
"free" film. Savings and processing quality guaranteed

YOUR ORDER MUST INCLUOE THIS COUPON-

programs.
He has said
repeatedly, however, he will
do all he can to raise farm
prices and be a vigorous
spokesman for farmers
As he waited out the roll
call in the secretary of
Agriculture's
office,
Democratic and Republican
senators made clear his name
will be a focal point of 1972
campaigning.

live and attend classes at
Prout Hall during winter
quarter, receiving 15 hours of
credit
Dr. Robert Goodwin,
professor of Philosophy and
one of the coordinators of the
program, said that when the
program was being initiated,
favorable response was being
issued only from women and
he was somewhat skeptical
about the number of men
interested in the program.
But after word spread around,
men started to sign up. he
said.
Dr. Goodwin invites all
interested students not active
in the program to become
involved with many of the
Cluster College's activities
during the quarter Students
still interested in the program
are urged to call Dr. Goodwin
at 372-2117.

The Crescent
Moon Is Shining On
Our New Pledges!

Soc. Chrm. Kim Carlton

3rd vp- Beth Toomey

Warden - Claudia O'Hara

Treat. - Marilyn Brown

Chaplain - Elite Emich

Ruth - Debbie Brett

Panhell Rep. - Nancy Marzella

Jackie Arra

Cindy Koppenhafer

Joyce BJaurock

Debbie Lockwood

Mary Lynn Burden

Sherrie Mackling

Barb Cochran

Pam Mohn

Jane Corbin

Bev Park

Gerda Farnswortfi

Barb Peticolat

Jane Genuit

Pam Roby

Nancy Giamello

Chritty Schmidt

Sherry Grulick

Nancy Shugars

London reached the highest
level in2't years.
The hectic foreign exchange
conditions had little effect on
dollar-carrying tourists in
Europe.
Most banks and
exchange agencies have
widened their buying and
selling range to encompass
such fluctuations Most were
exchanging dollars at the
same rates as last week
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IF YOU CANT
BELIEVE THESE
FEATURES. STOP
AND SEE THEM AT

Cherry Hill
Village
S. College Dr. at
Napeoleon Rd., Bowltog Greeaj
• 2 bedrooms
Control Got
A if-Conditioning
All furniture included
Bathand-a-half
• Cable TV
• I'tilities paid except elec ,

averaging 16 mo
• Kxtra large closets
• Laundry area available
• Gas lite Iront entrance
• I'nderground utilities
• I'atioswilh gas grills
• Village-wide security system
lor undisturbed privacy
• Plenty of free, lighted
parking areas
•Carpeted halls and indoor entrances
indooi pool
ifciiition bldg

No Rubbish Removal
Charge
Yard Maintenance At
No Extra Cou
Gas Heal, Gai Raage,

Gas Fired Domestic Hot
Water Furnished
SIS par paiiM pai ■•.
ISINGIE STU0ENTS)

MoVm
City

.
.

.

l*
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THE BEE GEE News still
carried book reviews in 1947,
while "Skitch" Henderson
advertised
for
Camel
cigarettes. On Jan. 11, 1947.
Carl Sandburg spoke in the
Main
Auditorium
of
University Hall.
The first ROTC unit was
established at Bowling Green
during the fall semester of
1948. And Freddie Falcon was
founded by Alpha Phi Omega
to keep campus spirit alive.
By 1953. The Bee Gee News
had become The BG News
Urschel Pond, behind the
windmill on Clough Street,
between South College Drive
and Troupe Street, was a
favorite picnic and swimming
area for the students. Two tin
huts were constructed for use
as bath houses.
Also in 1953. the paper
carried an account of three
freshmen males who caused a
mild stir by appearing on
campus in Bermuda shorts.

said.

SHE SAID because of
Inkstone contains poetry,
mismanagement of funds, art, prose and photography. It
Inkstone has been left with is published once a year.
only fSO to cover operating
Back issues of the magazine
costs this year.
are on sale in the bookstores.

ALPHA CHI'S THANK THEIR OLD
OFFICERS FOR A GREAT YEAR.

2nd vp Linda Baltes

were registered at the
University at the time
October. 1945. was the first
time since 1942 there were no
servicemen housed on
campus. Throughout the war.
a number of military units
were based at the University.
The Falcon basketball team
concluded the 1945 season by
playing DePaul at Madison
Square Garden in New York
City.
In 1946 fraternities voted on
the suggestion to do away with
freshmen hazing.
And a
survey conducted on campus
showed that 15 out of 22
faculty members preferred
volleyball to any other
intramural sport.
1946 also marked the first
year for Sic Sic, a secret
campus spirit organization.
Student Court handed out $1
to $5 fines in 1947 for smoking
in places on campus not
designated for smoking, and
for walking across the lawn on
campus.
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Brenda Holland

Litta Simmont

Barb Jewell

Sue Spillman

$195 pa■ moata
IMARRKO COUPLES)

SEE MODEL APT. AT
853 Napoleon Rd . Apt. 6
- offered by -

Preferred Properties
Co.
Ph. U2-9378 or SU-7K4

•w»o i/Tkn tO News, Friday, Dacnmbne 3, If* I

EIGHT days left to

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Copi 71 Un'l hum Cora

SAVE the NEWS
behind Moseley Hall
Dec. 11

noon-4:30 p.m.

1
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
10
11

THE DRAUGHT HOUSE
3415 Dorr at Byrne
Toledo, Ohio
531-9492
PRESENTS

THEATRE II

NOW SHOWING
Ewe H 7:30. 9:30 - Sit.. Son at 4:30. 7:30. 9:30

SUNDAY
NOV. 28

"SAVOY BROWN"
AISO FEATURING
"TEA"
TWO'SHOWS
4:00 (All AGES)

p'a'rj'Q'Q'ai

8 00 (18 & OVER)

$3.50 Adv.
$4.00 At Door
IfCKffTS AVAILABLE AT THE DRAUGHT HOUSE
MON. A WED. 5:30 - 7:00 P.M.

Harry Graham is going home
after fifteen years in prison.
His son still wants to see him hang.
Robert Mitchum
Jan - Michael Vincent
Brenda Vaccaro
in

15
14
15
14
50
54
55
57
38
5»
41
41
43
44
46
48
50
51

ACROSS
Golfer Julius
Clerk's poet.
Laey person.
Solo.
— S_e.
,
Rieer into (he
Caspian.
By no chance.
"T_e MM of
f Full nine.
Forest animal.
Sacred Hindu
literature.
Enamels.
Teor open.
Requeue.
Fl»ed period:
] words.
Articles
Odd.
Bellow.
Trawl.
of exchange.
Cuts of meet.
Players stike.
Common suffix.
Laborer.
Attract.
Courage.
Shaw play.
Inventor of the
diving bell.
Rowers.

55 Bracket candlestick.
56 Noisy impact.
57 Time abbreviation.
60 Awe Inspiring
61 Marry la kaese.
64 Noun-forming
suffix.
65 Hero, for one.
66 Monkey's cousin.
67 Look intently.
68
log.
69 Long for.
1
1
5
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
11
15
19

DOWN
Musical group.
Butterine.
Wander over.
Undivided.
Humbly
yielding.
Tiara.
Mrs. Casey
Stengel.
Japanese coin.
Holds on to.
One overaolieitous about use of
language.
Algerian port.
German
philosopher.
Fraternal group.
Hindu aaeetic.

11
14
15
16
17
It
19
51
51
55
56
40

Make door.
Dream: Fr.
On the peakChy on the Po.
Insipid.
Vorae measure.
Dramatic
ngure of speech.
Boredom.
French underground.
Duck pointer.
"End _":
S words.
Climbing vines.

41 "
43
45
47
49
51
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
tl
63

Wotl"

Tranqnility.
Mainly.
Seller.
Hockey
defender.
Retrain word in
old ballads.
Trade: Colloq.
Volcanic peak.
Formerly.
Bovine animal.
State of insensibility.
Good.
Son bird,
Surcei
(tremendous success) : Fr.
Noted General.

nnnrn nnrnnr. f_ni*ri
nnn nr™.H ..nriniir..
nr-ir-inn nnnnn r.mn
mnnn nrnnran nranri

nrnnnn nrann mat!]

GOING HOME

n,nnu I'lfefiiuii uiii«ii

$1.00
EVERY THURSDAY IS BGSU NIGHT
(10 pleastl

WIZARD Or ID

ny Brunt parks* ud Johnny hurt

UAO Entertainment Poll
Please list in order of your preference the
groups you would like to see perform at B.G.
<g»V5S-.

1..
2..

mil CLaSSIFIED mm

3..
4..

Clip out and send back to the
UAO Office via Campus Mail

m:i_i«

IT IS...

THE WARNER / REPRISE
ENGLISH INVASION

The Goober Queens say gel Royal Standard lypewr.ler
psyched for Harry Buffalo
pracncally new Best otter

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Friday Dec 1.1971
Hockey. 7 JO Ire Arena. Falrooeltea. precision skaters
will perform
BGSU Urology Club. 70 Overman, noon BGSU Geology
Club prrsrnls a Brown Bag by Rick Ward IWILDMANI
giving a talk on "Canadian Buah Stones" or "Kow to lose
yourself in the crowd" Bring your lunch and a friend.
Public welcome
Saturday Dec 4.1*71
Chess Club Meeting 211 Moseley. Sam to Jpm
interested persons are invited

All

Spanish Club Christmas Party Newman Center. 7 30pm
The charge is SO cents
Sunday Dec 5.1971
Society for Creative Anachronism 211 Moseley Hall, 14pm Brief weapons practice First dance practice - arts
session Discussion of Revels plans
Student Worship Service. 11 30pm, Prout Chapel There
will be a guest minister from Aenon Bible College In
Columbus. Ohio Also featuring the B G S U Gospel Choir
directed by Greg Smith
Christian Science Organisation. II 00am. Prout Chapel

Purple Madness

Reincarnation
FLEET WOOD MAC
FUTURE GAMES

s l' K. C , 40* Ed Rldg 6pm Short but important
Sailing Club. 203 Hayes Kail. 7 30pm Will hold
nominations & election of officers for '72 sailing seasonmembers urged lo support their candidates
The Campus Bridge Club will bold a Duplicate Match
Sunday Dec 3 in the Ohio Suite. Union Play will begin
promptly at 1 30 and is open lo all expei ienced players,
either with or without a partner

LOST * FOUND

hrduoM: Momkif Rain / Sank of Tlrm
Show Mi a Mi / What a Shamt
WARNER BROS.

REPRISE

Available on Warner/Reprise albums and Ampex-distributed tapes.

Lost Pearl ring in vicinity of
third floor Union
Great
sentimental value Reward
call 2-5970
REWARD for reluming my
father's 50 year old gold
pocket watch taken from my
off ic «-Monday It's of great
sentimental value to me NO
QUESTIONS ASKED Doug
Daye 233 Williams Pall
FOUND part persian pan
tiger cat Phone J72-44M pay
for ad to claim
RIDE

FINDERS RECORDS AND TAPES

Ride needed lo Chicago Dec
15 Call Peg 372-3720
HELP WANTED

MONDAY-THURSDAY-10 TILL 9
FRI.& SAT. -10 TILL MIDNIGHT

Female vocalisi wanted for
local entertaining group. Call
241-4577 or 243-4261 ext 3M
Toledo
PART TIME
HELP
WANTED will tram call 352
8813

SUNDAY - NOON TILL 6
128 N. MAIN ST.

Pleasant, responsible coed
wanted as companion tor
lively, elderly lady. Private
room with bath and board plus
■mall salary Call 4744*48
coUatt.
aaSVatXataWfaVasaUl
Experienced types! Pa 381
1*1? ar 38447(4

PERSONALS
3 adorable kittens FREE call
3544961
Available now-new recreation
room-Parties- Receptions
Meetings i Kitchen facilities i
i pooh phone 352-07(5 or 3529378
Place to live-Cherry Kill
V illage MMM or 352-7324

MC Ihe lavalier is gone-bul
I'm loving your pin even
more' "Happy I year'" I love Apartment to sublet Winter
Spring, near *cumpua. 1
ya. ME
bedroom call 3524456
FOR SALE OR RENT
Male need to sublease apt
IM1 Liberty Mobile home Ridge Manor. Winter Qlr 35210x55. 2 bdrm furn on lot. 7718
skirted, shed, awning, and
antenna included 20 mm 2 man eff apt available 2nd
from campus, best offer 833. qlr 354-3473 after 3pm
3652 Luckey
Apl for rent Dec 15 furn ul
GRAD student will do pd 1 bdrm Couples preferred
3130
354-7361 after 5pm
research for paper themes
through theses 352-0726
Place to hve-Cherrv Pill
Village
352-9378
or 352 7324
Formal only worn
0 recall 1544612
1 bedroom furnished apl util
139 50 mo al
Portable Zenith 2 speaker includ
stereo, 1 yra old, best offer- Greenview Call Mike collect
Yathica
Ataron New Bavaria 6534319
Untraminlature Camera,
never used, best offer-call 352- Need 1 male rmale NOW Call
9111
3524172
BSR Changer. 20 wait
realistic stereo amp, 2
realistic speakers, best offer.
353-6544

John and Dale-The Goober
Queens and Co aay thanks and
a Merry Xmas lo you.loo

1150 Students-2 bdrm, 2 bath
w self-cleaning kitchen 840
Sixth St 353 5891 or 353-7177
2 pickup Conrad guitar like
Fm rml own room in house 1
new M0 Max 352-0007
blk from campus 3514843
2 snow tires (50x14. studded
one female
Firestone Town 4 Country 125 Needed
roommate to share apl winter
and spring quarter I-, block
Must sell-used Leslie speaker. from campus 850 a mo. Carol
Traynor amp. Doric organ
Call Carol 351-5717
Place lo liveOierry Kill
Long navy blue Air Force VUlage 352-9378 or 352 7314
coat-very warm and cheap
Two man room for rent-two
Call Lealey 372-4590
male. 3150 per quarter per
Panasonic (-track player and person HO Pike Ave
turntable ( months old Best
Falcon Square Apt. FREE
otter Call 371-3555
RENT, call after 5 pm Mon'68 VW Squareback 8900-must Fri 352-5334
ntU-3Tt-4061
I and 2 bdrm apis (urn and
(7 Opel engine has only 14.000 unturn Call Pendlelon Realty
miles, good condition 8800 or at 353-3MI. after 5 call 3535
best offer phone 352-0577
*"

m-MM

Dumbo-Youre now an old
lady, just like me! Kope your
day will be a happy one
Peanut
Place to live-»erry Hill
Village 852(378 or S51-7SM
Sunshine,snk or rwtm? Try
sailing-Soggy
Fischer we captuied the
Goober King Your Goober
Queens
Happy Ma birthday Joan
have a great party-Phyl
Ralph Jaaeoaly two days till
you're a babe Kara a happy'
iM.taaFaaagU

re TR4 Triumph new paint.
good condition 353-4751
Aesttan Healy 8000 ex
I pa 471-1*79 Toledo
OTO couv 4-apeed. bucket
its. at* tires. Mint
Dave
1MI

rial

(68 Spider.
Kama. Stebro.
Semperita. Amco rack. 58.800
mi immaculate 811*0 FIRM.
contact Zif 858-7407 between
10-llpm or drop a note in box
7* U Hall
'69 rod Toyota Sports Coupe 4
on the floor, backet seals,
radio, heater 881-3175 after 6
pm(8a-44*4
Place

to

Itvo-Caerry

KOI

u

,„,<-,
Hu|
9378 or 3517314

M roommate needed 2-man
apt FREE deposit 3514015
1
2 F needed lo sublet house
winter I sp qlrs Cheap'Call
3534(41
Need one female to share one
room apt Call 3524629 call
during the day
Mobile home tor rent 2 bdrm.
turn Call 353-9190
______
1 F r-mates needed for winter
-spring 35243*4
Place lo liveChern Kill
Village 352-9378 or 352 7324
——
Km needed tor liae apt
PLEASE call 353-1781
2 bedroom apt 1 block from
campus 3180/month. utilities
pd call 351-7680 or 351-9385

Needed 1 M roommate in apt
already
established compl Male roommate needed lor
furn utilities paid-853 monlh winler * spring Near campus
3524246 ask for Curl
call 161445*

l> foot chest freeter
phone 352-5070

PACUAIS NEW HOURS 5
until 2 Sun thru Thura 3 until ] 1M8 Toyota ex. cond. call 372Fri 4 Sat Pagliai s 10M S 2271 ex 19 between 8-4 30
Main 352-7571
weekdays

p|j|c.

Vlllage-3S1

„ |IVe-Cherr> Pill
Village-352 9371 or 352-7314

PUK-.

■ M roommate needed for
house call 351-34*1
^^
Femll€
mmm
|mrnedi«t«ly
Close to
„-_,_- m p.. ,__-„ c-„
Alice 352-71M
* 1-1 apt needa 1 roommate
885/mo Free deposit 3514108
g-^i „,„- BJ^JBJ ,„ -UI_
apt. rent 8*0 per monthfurnished apt tall Sandy 3*217*1
Needed 1 female share apart
winter & spring 885 mo. no
dep-_l-3Sl-7387
Nttdti

, ,-_,,

wtS

,,-, „,.

cond turn 3514574

Need 1 I lo sublet apartment
tor winter quarter 3517633
P1*" <° HwC-MsJ HUI
V illage-SS2-«J7I or 352-7334
Place to livfrCherry Kill
Village-3S2 9373or 352 7314
—. ._.-,..__ .-.
STADIUM VIEW APTS
1 female needed to tablet '•» Clough St St«liumView
beauuful coxy apt. winler 4 J", "™P<oous quselaeat-m
spring. East Merry St Rea- J_ft """^ ""^""^v?*
sonab%ren.c.ll3si-9S35
^ lb. keynote to living Our
«ut«are nj-Kbornc and larfc.
Sublet 2 bdrm apt. 81*5, <eaU»^ wood p_»el«l walls

antum40.KuH.lBH.pm

JJ5 JaiJS £g

Faculty 4 Stafl-Tbe ull.male t—»»» » *!!**»■ "d
_ living Rock Ledge Manor __■■»*» "»">'«««
850 SSixth St 35*48*1 or 358- ^■^l^!l>^«^^ **!«—!
7177
UTJ*8
Urgtst miaaginimt
i lamasilw. Swimming pool.
Fan. want. I rm Mile. apt. ►***__, ■" lljlj. WtlT

M
Mr 87540 ran* ph 363- Er£ilZ2S2l!Z
7177 36249(6
'
aaanrt you 88 many
M

71T7

3U40B

happy year. 1 and 1 hadraotn.
from 1185

AFT AVAIL kd. 3rd qtr. 3
htm 3*4-7311
Girl needed for aft winter
*n-g- Wati So rm 368-784*

STUDENT WELCOME
Bataa 4 SpnBrrr lac
■

m BW# MWIi rnMWj

J. rot/****

Wrestlers open season
w/fh quadrangular meet
By Du Casstaay
Sports Writer

r##iw'%0o#f# a^t w iMcfnt yt #
Let Arke, lophomor* 134-pouncUr, leaches hh Miami
opponent the lino art of ending up on hit back in a match last
yoar. Arko will mnt Bowling Groon't opening quadrangular
meet tomorrow because of tonsillitis.

Lesson

Orioles trade Frank Robinson
PHOENIX, Ariz. (API-The
Los Angeles Dodgers acquired
superstar Frank Robinson and
traded slugger Richie Allen in
separate deals yesterday.
The Dodgers swapped the
controversial Allen to the Chicago White Sox in exchange
for pitcher Tommy John and
infielder Steve HunU Then
Los Angeles acquired
Robinson from the Baltimore
Orioles along with relief
pitcher Pete Richert in
exchange for four young
players.
Robinson. 36. batted 281
with 28 homers and 99 runs
batted in for the Orioles last
season.
He led the Orioles to the

world championship in 1966.
winning the American
League's Triple Crown
He has also been instrumental in leading the Orioles
to three straight American
League pennants
He is the only player in history to be named the most
valuable player in both
leagues, winning that honor in
the National League in 1961
and in the AL in 1966
Allen. 29. batted 295 with 23
home runs and 90 runs batted
in for the Dodgers last season
The White Sox will be his
third club in as many years
The slugging outfielder-third
baseman spent the first years
of his career with the Phila-

Long is All-American;

delphia Phillies before being
traded toSt Louis for one season and then on to the
Dodgers. He has a career total
of 234 home runs
In exchange for Robinson

the Dodgers surrendered to
Baltimore two young pitchers,
Doyle Alexander and Bob
O'Brien, catcher Sergio
Robles and outfielder-first
baseman RoyleStillman.

.ice. entire team back from last
Dennis O'Neil. Steve Taylor day's wrestle-off s in r
With Wolfe's «>
cat 190, year," continued Bellard.
and Jerry Norbo are the only
Norbo will st„11 in his place. "The Cleveland Plain Dealer
lettermen surtini.
Head coach Bruce Bellard
LES ARKO and Dave Wolfe, John Jaquot has the edge over said they were supposed to
will find out what condition his regulars last year as fresh- Steve Sove in answering the have their best team In the
wrestlers are in when they men, will be out until the first
starting call at heavyweight.
history of the school."
open the season with a 1 p.m. meet next month (January's
The Falcons won't be
Ohio State will have one of
quadrangular meet at Ohio against Ohio State) with favored tomorrow with the the better teams they've had
..tonsillitis
Slate tomorrow.
other three squads reputed to in recent years as well,
The Falcons will be beginThe Falcons will open with
have experience or unusually according to the edition of the
ning the season a month experience as Contos starts at good recruiting in their favor
OSU Lantern that Bellard
earlier than last year, when 118 and Womack at 128
"CINCINNATI is supposed read
they were 11-6 overall and
Newcomers will man the to have their best team ever."
The Buckeyes are lead by
filth in the Mid-American next two weight classes, how- said Bellard. "They have a 134-pounder John Humphreys,
Conference.
ever. With Arko out, either new coach. Stan Abel, from who placed in the top five at
Bowling Green will compete Joe Finneran or Randy Broil Oklahoma, who was the most nationals last year and was
in what Bellard terms a "four- will start at 1S4. Dennis active recruiter in Ohio last second in Olympic tryouti in
team tournament" with Mateyka, a transfer from year "
his weight division.
Cincinnati. John Carroll and Adrian College, will probably
Bellard said Abel has a
Bellard couldn't estimate
the host Buckeyes.
open at 142.
mostly freshman squad, but bow the Falcons would fare
Bellard put the meet in
O'Neil will wrestle the three of them were state tomorrow.
tournament
classification weight at which he was most champions last year.
"It depends on the luck of
because each wrestler will comfortable a year ago. 150.
"John Carroll has their the draw," he said.
compete twice according to a The man who started there
NnmH»mnm*nnHn«nMi
pre-meet drawing and not last year. Taylor, has moved
meet foes from all three up to 158.
Don't Miss The
opposing teams. IV also said
Either Mike Metting or
the meet would not count in Doug Wise will wrestle at 167.
the season won-loss record.
Mike Schmitz has the inside
Only five of tomorrow's 10 track on opening at 177. being
starters were regulars last the only wrestler in that
season for the Falcons. classification. All he had to do
Dec 20 & 21
Cleveland Arena
Seniors Mark Contos and Al was tend off challengers from
Womack. and sophomores the 167 pound class at yesterMonday, Dec. 20
Ohio
State vs. Yale, 6:30 p.m.
TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA

CLEVELAND HOLIDAY
HOCKEY FESTIVAL

Sunday, Dec. 12-8 P.M.

TU boasts top defense
Toledo University's
defensive unit currently owns
the number one spot in total
defense according to the latest
National Collegiate Sports
Service statistics
The Rockets hold a slim
two-tenths-of-a-yard
advantage over Michigan
University. TU has allowed an
average of only 179.5 yards
per contest in 11 regular
season contests.
In passing defense, the

Rockets rank third while they
are seventh in yardage
against the rush TU's defense
has relinquished an average of
8.3 points per contest which is
good for third place in the
national stats.
If the Rockets manage to
keep their first place spot in
overall defense after
completion
of
bowl
competition, they will become
the first team ever to capture
three straight national
defensive titles.

NEW YORK (API-Defensive tackle Mel Long of Toledo was
the only Ohio college football player to be named to the
Associated Press All-America first team announced this week.
Long, a Toledo native, finished his college career with 417
tackles, two blocked punts, eight fumble recoveries and four
interceptions He was an All-Mid-American Conference election
three times.
Ohio players named to the second All-America unit - ere
center Tom DeLeone of Ohio State and defensive guard Doug
Krause of Miami.
Toledo quarterback Chuck Ealey landed a spot on the third
team.
Earning honorable mention were Bob Allen. Don Caldwell.
Jack LeVeck and Al Benton of Ohio University, Paul Miles of
Bowling Green, Don Fair. Bob Rose. John Niezgoda and Gary
Kinkson of Toledo. Stan White and George Hasenohrl of Ohio
State and Marc Smith of Miami.

Alice Cooper

Roping

TEAGARDEN-VANWINKLE
liituung

BGSU STUDENT SPECIAL!

BOB SEGER - J0NATH0N ROUND

$2.50 ticket for $1.00 if purchased
in advance.

3 Acts - Full 3 Hour Show
Iitkili $4 SO Advance S5 SO al dooi
al

WINTHROP
TERRACE
NOW TAKING
APPLICATIONS FOR
WINTER & SPRING
QUARTERS
2 BEDROOMS
FURNISHED
2 FULL BATHS
AIR CONDITIONED
OLYMPIC SIZE POOL
REC ROOM
LAUNDROMAT
GAS HEAT & GAS RANGE

up

3.00/yard^

.75/ box te

X-Mas
Arrangements
C rSageS

°
Greenery
Wreaths
.$.

ajr

§
5.00„P|
£k

*

%

Dec. 3 thru Dec. 7

2

Roses only $5.00/doz
FREE DEUVERY

2
"^

MYLES FLOWERS I
CORNER OF N. MAIN & CLAY

%

CAU 352-2002 OR 353-2802

%

RISING

M
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Trim, they are. Always. And better tailored, when
we're the store behind the pants you wear. Plaids,
checks, twills, soiids — indeed, the lull range ot
colors and fabrics you would expect from us.
Come see!

THE DEN
(OPEN 9-9. MON.-FRI.)

pERf R E

o M ii

Tickets Now On Sale In
Memorial Hall Ticket Office
And fee Arena Skate Shop

ADAM'S NEEDLE or mail Ordei. Sports Arena

NORTH & SOUTH

evergreen

Mistletoe

Tickets S3 00 and $2.50

PIUS

~jr- v- v- v w- V- v- w- v- MT- xr- *r- m
$5.00

Winners And Losers Play On
Tuesday, Dec. 21

WITH HIS ALL NEW SHOW

Miles receives mention

Poinsettias

FALCONS vs. PRINCETON. •»•

OFFICE:

THURSDAY IS BGSU NITE
ALL AREA STUDENTS
I.D.s REQUIRED

$

100

SUNDAY - OPENING TIL 3 P.M. - ADULTS $1.00

-STAkMVM

NOW

EVES.

7:16. S 3D

SAT, SON

2:30, 4:46. 7:16.1:30

I In- l>i*wU is nut a film lor c.rrMHH1

Bfli is a true story, tntr fully documented
histoncally accurate - a serious work by a distinguished
film maker As such it is likely lo be hailed
as a masterpiece by many. But because it is explicit
and highly graphic in depicting the bizarre
events that occurred in France in 1634. others will find it
visually shocking and deeply disturbing.
We feel a responsibility to alert you to this
It is our hope that only the audience that will appreciate
THF. DEVILS will come to see it

VANESSA REDGRAVE^OLIVER REED
IN KEN RUSSELL'S FILM OF -

THE DEVILS

—9L.

HELD OVER, 3rd SMASH WEEK
NOW - EVE.-7:10. 9:30 - SAT.. SUN.-2:20. 4:30. 7:10.1:31

400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

SER|t$ pRtSENTs

BUZZY LIIMHART !

"THE BEST FAVOR I CAN
DO IS URGE YOU TO
EXPERIENCE IT YOURSELF!"
—Mai *m*. U Dai* ».«•

BIUY
JACK

Sufnna

TOM LAUGHLIN ■ DELORES TAYLOR
TCCMMOLOK". SSSSXX. IOW-—■=-■

Bajja 10/THo BO Newt. Friday, Otumhu 3,1»7I

Powerful Lakers
invade Ice Arena
But perhaps Lake Superior's
best attribute is its goaltending where Don Muio has
Bowling Green's hockey compiled a tenacious 2.43
Falcons, looking 10 keep their goals against average and 29.7
meager 4-4 record al 500 or saves a game
better, will be in for two more
AS OF YESTERDAY aftervery big tussles when Lake
Superior State College invades noon, about 1,000 tickers
the Ice Arena for 7 30 p.m. remained for both games. In
six home games this season
games this weekend.
BG coach Jack Vivian sees the Falcons have played
the Lakers as at least com- before better than 3.500 fans
parable to Michigan State » or capacity-plus.
Vivian said he thinks the
team that dished out 5-2 and 83 defeats to the Falcons three team's attitude is about the
same as it was before the
weeks ago
But if you compare scores, Michigan State series,
the Lakers might have a bit although he can't really tell
more punch than Vivian's for certain
crew cares to think about
Lake Superior has already
"Right now the kids have a
beaten perennial Western lot on their minds with final
Conference power Michigan exams coming up," he said
Tech on Tech ice besides tying "The only thing that concerns
me is that they're ready to
tough Dululh
play."
We're starting to work our
UNLIKE MANY teams, the
Lakers are highly competitive way out of the tough schedule
on the road, compiling a we've faced in the early going
sparkling 4-0-1 mark thus far. and are gaining momentum,"
while being 5-1-1 overall. They he continued "It's like runare led by freshman winger ning an off tackle play in footDoug Ross who leads the team ball over and over that doesn't
in scoring with seven goals. 13 quite work; it starts to get to
points
the players. We've made some
All-American
candidate yardage but we've lost some
center Jim Wiley might also too"
give the Falcons headaches
By Fred R Ortlip
AfillUBl Sportt Editor

too. He's jot four goals, 11
points in Mi first seven
games

AFTER COMING iff two
disappointing losses It rugged
RPI last weekend, the Falcons

would like to draw some
national attention by smacking the Lakers.
"I'd just as soon play them
as a Podunk U." said Vivian
"To play an easy team won't
help you. it's like kissing your
sister"

Ron Wise suffered a serious
head injury against RPI.
"That incident has seemed
to solidify the team," said
Vivian "We'll find out this
weekend.
"As Glen Shirton put it on
the way back from New York,
'A 29-4 record wouldn't be too
One added highlight that bad,'" remarked Vivian. "But
Vivian is hoping will give the we'll have to start moving this
Lakers trouble is the overall weekend and it won't be
team attitude after winger easy."

MAC picks MVPs
COLUMBUS (AP(Quarterback Chuck Ealey and
defensive tackle
Mel Long of
league
University of Toledo this week were named MidAmerican Conference football players of the year.
Their selections give the Rockets a sweep of 1971 since
Toledo mentor Jack Murphy was named the conference
coach of the year earlier this week
Ealey. a 6-foot. 185-pound senior from Portsmouth,
Ohio, who has played on 64 straight winners in high school
and college football, polled 37 of 41 votes by sports
writers and broadcasters covering the league
Paul Miles, Bowling Green's brilliant sophomore tailback, collected the other four votes. Ealey's selection
marked the third straight season he had been named MidAmerican offensive performer of the year He holds a
dozen Mid-American total offense and passing records.
Long, a 6-1, 230-pound senior from Toledo, was always
around the ball and spear-headed the Rockets' tough
defense for three seasons.
He is a Viet Nam war hero, winning the Navy Cross.
Long earned 26'-i votes to six for Miami of Ohio's Doug
Krause Ohio linebacker Jack I.eVeck had four votes.
Toledo Linebacker John Niezgoda 312 and Western Michigan safety Ron Karlis one

rttWI^hlfl By iffJtV* Pv*JMlfj*k*t

/"* \"%af\(

Ron Wit* (8), Falcon left winger, slops for a moment during the Western
Ontario series two weeks ago to explain a few things to one of the Mustangs.
The Falcons won both games but Bob Watson (10) could only look on here at
another Mustang made ture Wise didn't win the argument.

TEAM SCORING
Name

Ql

Go

A

Pts.

Gyles

8
8
8
8
7
8
8
5
8
8
8
8

5
6
5
5
2
2
4
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
42
32

7
5
6
4
7
7
2
4
4
4
2
2
3
2
3
1
1
0
1
I
66

12
11
11

Bartley
McCosh
Badour
Bradbury
Watson
Wise
Shirton
Ball
Williams
Leitch
Sator
Archer
Celenlano
Sertich
Sheehan
Hoogeveen
Stone
Hatch
Lochead
TEAM
OPPONENTS

a
6
7
5
7
5
1
3
8
8

so

Falcons oppose awesome Warriors
Tomorrow night. Bowling 6'6" leaper. who with his
Green will gel another stern taller teammate 6'II' center
lesson when they travel to Jim ('hones, gives the
Falcon basketball coach Pat Milwaukee. Wis to meet Warriors a big edge under the
one
ranked boards These two big men
Haley said that the first two number
games of the current season Marquette, according to form the nucleus for the
Warriors
would be a learning process "Sports Illustrated "
Also a returning starter
THE WARRIORS were 28-1
for his team
Wednesday night
the last season losing only to Ohio from last season is McGuire's
Falcons went to Dayton and Slate in the NCAA Midwest son. Allie. who is now 6'5"
learned that by positioning Regional semifinals Gone having grown two inches over
under the boards they can Ml) from last year's team are ail- the summer
However. Haley indicated
rebound a taller and stronger American Dean'lhe Dream'
team BG also learned that Meminger I first round NBA that McGuire is having
they have a definite lack of pick of the New York Knicksl breathing problems this
season and only saw limited
quickness bul their offense and forward Gary llrell
However, coach Al McGuire action in the Warriors first
can work il they lake tune and
has forward Bob Lackey, a game of the season
have patience
By Jack Carle
Sports Editor

108
82

IN THAT FIRST game
Marquette ran over St. John's
of Minnesota. 89-50
(hones led the Warriors in
scoring with 24 points against
St Johns and also had 17
rebounds Lackey had 21
points and 12 rebounds
Also starting are 6'9"
sophomore Larry McNeal.
and sophomore guard Mark
Washington. Since McGuire is
unable to play, Gary Grzesk
and George Frazier are
alternating at that spot
Frazier is coming off an ankle
injury
Last season, when the
Warriors visited BG. McGuire
talked about Washington as
the next Meminger However,
he scored only eight points in
Marquette's opening game.
The Falcons will counter
Marquette's size and
quickness with a line-up of Al

Russ and Jeff Lessig at
guards. Tom Scott and Le
Henson at forwards and Jeff
Booms at center BG is giving
away an even foot on the front
line.
HALEY WAS pleased with
the way his team ran their
patterned offense the second
half against Dayton although
they could not close a halftime margin of seven points
that the Flyers held
Also. Haley liked the way
BG positioned themselves for
rebounds and he indicated that
tomorrow night, the
positioning for rebounds must
be there because of the
Marquette height advantage
"We will not try to gimmick
Marquette You can't do that
because they have a great
team. We will play a man-toman defense and try to get a
lot of help inside." said Haley.

"It's real easy to fall apart
when you're down but our kids
stayed with the offense and
played real well in spurts."
The offense and defense will
try to put it together
tomorrow night and could be
helped by the Marauelte
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Bowling Green will also
have to try to cut down on the
number of turnovers they
make In the Dayton game BG
had 22 miscues while the
Flyers only had nine.
"We can't have that many
turnovers because of the kind
of team we are." commented
Haley in reference to the lack
of size and quickness the
Falcons possess.
THE FIRST LOSS of the
season is not the end of the
world. We played real well the
second half." added Haley

injury situation
McGuire in a press release
indicated that his team has
begun slowly and are not in
the best physical shape
because of injuries.
Hut. the Warriors should be
ready for the Falcons

X
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M»»«f>»l. by Slew Mow

First-year Falcon coach Pat Haley yells
encouragement to hit team during
Wednetday night's 87-78 lott to
Dayton.

Freshmen record initial victory
By Joe Burchick
Sportt Writer
Paced by tne noi snooting of
Jeff Montgomery. Bill
Howard's key rebounding and
a decent overall defensive
effort, the Bowling Green
freshman basketball team
notched its first win of the
season Wednesday, downing
host Dayton. 82-74
Montgomery connected on
14 of 31 shots from the field
and on two of six foul shots for
30 points in taking game
scoring honors Meanwhile.
Howard, the Falcons
outstanding 6'10' , center,
hauled down a game high 18
rebounds, with most coming
in the second half when the
Flyers got close.

Turkey

Junior Dalynn 'Turkey' Badenhop advances the ball past Dayton s Pat Murnen
(33) a* teammate Brian Scanlan (33) observes the action Badenhop was the
Falcons' leading scorer with a total of 17 points Scanlan contributed five points
in Bowling Green's losing effort.

Both teams were pretty
even from the start as no one
could establish a big margin.
The Falcons opened up a 9-4
lead the first four minutes but

Dayton came back to forge
ahead on Dan Herling's
jumper, 11-10, with 7:30 gone
The Falcons then caught
fire as they outscored Dayton
16-4 in jumping to a 28-15 lead
with 8:33 left in the first half
After a Dayton time out, the
momentum quickly changed
to the Flyers as they ran 10
straight points on the Falcons
to pull within three. 28-25
Montgomery, Howard and
Ron Weber then hit three
straight layups increasing the
BG lead to nine points. 34-25.
However, Dayton stormed
right back with 12 consecutive
points to forge ahead 37-34
with 1:46 left in the half.
WEBER SANK both ends of
a one and one to pull the
Falcons within a point but Jim
Swanson's jumper put the
Flyers back up by three 39-36
with 1.18 left.
After Montgomery and Russ
Willis exchanged jumpers the
Falcons got three quick

buckets in the last minute to
carry a 44-41. advantage into
the locker room at half time
In the second half. Joe
Fisher's jumper pulled
Dayton within one of the
Falcons before baskets byWeber and Cornelius Cash
pulled the freshmen out of
danger. The closest Daytor
got the rest of the game ■
two points.
Besides Montgomery's
game-topping 30 points 117 in
the second halfi the Falcons
placed two other men in
double figures with Weber
netting 15 points and Cash 12.
Joe Fisher topped the
Dayton scoring with 26 points
with Allen Elijah hitting 20
and Willis 10.
Falcon coach Ivory
Suesberry was fairly pleased
with his charges' opening
victory.
It was also
Suesberry's first victory as
coach of a major college
team.

"WE PLAYED pretty well
except for the few times we
went into our lazy spells."
commented Suesberry. "It
seems that we just stand
around after getting a good
lead Once we get rid of this
la' ,*S and develop a
.IIT ' instinct after getting
a big lead, we will be tough."
"Dave Turner helped out
greatly in the second half
when Dayton got close."
Suesberry cited "He did a
good job moving the ball and
getting the team going after
coming off the bench."
"Turner has only been with
us for a few weeks."
Suesberry pointed out. "Once
he comes around we will have
another
forward
to
compliment Weber and
Cash."
The freshmen cagers will
not see action again until next
Saturday night when they host
the Bills of Fostoria in BG's
home opener.

